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Update on Ukrainian Members

Displaced members in western Ukraine participate in the Holy Days. Ukrainian families at SGW in Warsaw 

Ongoing online Principle programmes Helping fellow refugees and attending a rally in Warsaw



Moldova Activities

Numerous activities have been developed by our Moldovan Community to help Ukrainian refugees. In our Chisinau 
Peace Embassy hundreds of refugees receive various forms of humanitarian help. Education programmes have also 
begun for young children, together with the US Peace Corps.



Moldova Activities

In the township of Anenii Noi, our FFWPU representative Natalya Roskot has been working hard to support refugees. Thanks to support 
from our North London FFWPU Community, she has received a certificate of gratitude from the deputy mayor who also presented her 
with a certificate for our North London Community.  Words of hope and comfort by True Mother are included with the donated 
products.



A 3-Day workshop sponsored by CARP Albania started at the end of April, bringing together around 80 young people 
who were witnessed by CIG missionaries from the US and native Albanian members from throughout the country.

3-Day CARP Workshop in Albania



Blessing in Tirana Peace Embassy



Cultural Progamme Held at Tirana Peace Embassy

On April 9 the Tirana Peace Council organized a 
cultural event at the CIG Peace Embassy in Tirana on 
preserving culture and traditions.



Activities in Russia

Moscow CARP Open Mike programme Remembering True Parents’ 1990  visit to Moscow Angels of Peace singing for elderly

UPF Moscow “Caps” service project WFWP moral education programmeUPF-WFWP service project in Ryazan city



YSP Activity in Yekaterinburg, Russia

YSP Yekaterinburg hosted the second Volunteer Forum "Volunteering is the key to success!“ Although heavily 
pregnant with her first child, YSP Urals representative Olga Pyatayeva, with the support of the local chapter of 
FFWPU, worked hard to bring together 130 volunteers from local schools and NGOs to this inspiring event.



Russian Sunday School Teachers’ Workshop

Apartment bombing in Kyiv, 
14 March 2022

Seventeen Sunday school teachers from across 
Russia gathered at the Moscow Peace Embassy for 
a one-day workshop. These teachers included 
several Second-Generation students and one 
young First Generation. We emphasized that 
Sunday school teachers should be spiritually alive, 
find ways to be interesting to the children, and 
grow internally and professionally. In the 
afternoon, some teachers created the theoretical 
part of several lessons in a new, interesting, 
creative way, while others worked on the activity 
part of the lessons.
We also met by age group to discuss our current 
situations and ways to improve.
I wanted to express my gratitude to all the 
teachers and inspire them with special awards and 
small gifts.
– Elena Kalmatskaya



Romanian Activities

Thirty-one high school and university students attended the most recent Hoon Dok Hae event in the Bucharest Peace Embassy. The theme 
of the event was “Living for the Sake of Others!” It was a fiery event full of spirit. True Father’s words inspired the young people to reflect 
about what can bring true joy to our lives. Another topic of discussion was balance—in particular, balance between loving oneself and 
loving others. 

EUME Vice President Rev. In-soung Kwun, who was visiting from Korea, gave the sermon at Sunday service, reporting about the World
Summit that took place in Korea in February. – Miki Predescu



5 April 2022

Romanian Activities

Romania CARP has continued witnessing programmes and Open Hoon Dok Hwe events, and on April 16th a young 
married couple participated in the Blessing.



Belarus Activities

1. A festive Sunday service on 27 March honoured families who received the Blessing 10 years ago.
2. Eleven children aged 7 to 9 years attended a workshop on 31 March with the theme of "Contemplation.“
3. "The Main Points of the Divine Principle in My Life" was the title of a workshop for teenagers on 2 and 3 April.
4. Eight 10- to 13-year-olds travelled to Minsk for a workshop based on True Father’s life and caring heart toward others.



True Mother’s Autobiography

True Mother’s autobiography has now been translated and published in Bulgarian (L) and Lithuanian. 



Thank you!
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